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mol-illc@uva.nl
Welcome by Johan van Benthem

- University of Amsterdam University Professor
- Henry Waldgrave Stuart Professor Stanford University
- Jin Yuelin Professor Tsinghua University Beijing

» Founder of ILLC, and Perpetual Intellectual Source of Inspiration
Introduction to the day

- Welcome
- The Team
- Latest news
- Question, answers and requests
- Meet the students
Introduction to the team

The one who comes
- Paul Dekker

The one who goes
- Maria Aloni

Those who stay
- Tanja Kassenaar
- Caitlin Boonstra

The student mentors
- Antonio Cleani
- Robert Schutz
- Max Siemers
- Laura Vetter
- Nikki Weststeijn
Current situation

- Covid-Related Constraints.
  - The 1.5 meters constraint
  - only 20% of the UvA capacity
  - maximally 10% of its on location activities.

- Hybrid Education. (Only partly) on-campus and (mostly) online.

- Practical Expectations.
  - MoL Program: proven content and experimental form.
  - Negative ideal (nature and state) and positive ideal (people).
  - We expect you to be here.

- MoL Experience.
Current plans

- **Bonding Activities.**
  - Intro Meeting (today June 29)
  - Welcome meeting (August 28)
  - (limited) access to MoL Room (the MoL-students’ paradise)
  - Work Spaces (more info to be supplied later)

- **Exercise Rooms.** (Track specific tutorial and practice facilities)

- **In Situ Classes.**
  - LoLaCo (Logic, Language and Computation, lecture series)
  - MPML tutorial (Mathematical Proof Methods for Logic)
  - Graduation Trajectory (under construction)
More Info

- July 24 (expected publication faculty scheduling)
- Tanja Kassenaar (mol-illc@uva.nl, always)
- Questions and Answers and Requests (Q&A&R, now)
- Fellow Students (break out, in a minute)
Meet the Students (in a break-out room)

Possible subjects to start with.

- Where are you from.
- Where do you stay.
- Where do you go.
- Why do you like the track you like most.
- What’s your favourite musical or logical instrument.

... ... ...

After coming back, please report at least one finding from what you did and discussed today.
Meet you in August!